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FROM THE DIRECTOR

The Director and the great Lowell refractor (photo by Bill Sheehan)



I have just returned from a lengthy visit to the USA, so this issue of the Circular is
being compiled with some haste in order to meet the usual end of month deadline. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank Tony Cook for completing the conflated
August-September  issue in  my absence.  Tony is  a  busy man and I  am extremely
grateful to him for taking on that extra demand on his time.

During my trip I was able to visit Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff and meet up with
Kevin Schindler, Bill Sheehan and Klaus Brasch – all good friends of the BAA Lunar
Section. Kevin is, of course, Historian at Lowell and he did much to smooth my visit
and arrange for me to explore this historic institution and use the great 24-inch Clark
refractor. Unfortunately, the Moon was not available during my time there, but I did
get a fine view of Saturn!

During my absence many excellent images have been submitted by Section members.
I am using as many as possible in this issue, with apologies to those whose work does
not  appear  because  of  space constraints.  I  am looking forward to  getting  back to
observing  as  the  nights  lengthen  and  the  Moon  climbs  higher  in  UK  skies.  Do
continue to send in your results and I shall use as many as possible of them in future
issues of this Circular.

Bill Leatherbarrow

OBSERVATIONS RECEIVED

Images  have  been  received  from  the  following  observers.  It  is  possible  that  the
disruption occasioned by my absence means that some names might be omitted. Do
let me know if you have sent in material but are not mentioned below:

Leo Aerts (Belgium), Peter Anderson (Australia),  Maurice Collins (New Zealand),
Dave Finnigan, Clyde Foster (South Africa),  Rik Hill (USA), Kevin Kilburn, Rod
Lyon, Janice McClean, Dave Scanlan, Trevor Smith, Bob Stuart, Alex Vincent, and
George Whiston.

Clyde Foster has submitted several images of outstanding resolution, using his C14
from South  Africa.  Clyde  is  a  regular  and  much-valued  contributor  to  the  BAA
planetary sections, but he is also a member of the Lunar Section and his occasional
lunar captures are much prized! Clyde writes as follows:

‘When I started "serious" imaging, five and a half years ago, the Moon was a natural
target. However, I quickly became entranced by the amazing dynamic activity of my
primary  planets  (Mars,  Jupiter  and Saturn)  which  keeps  me  more  than  busy,  and
rarely do I swing over to our nearest neighbour in space. But Saturday 12 August
2019 gave me fairly nice conditions, and with a lengthy Jupiter and Saturn session
with  the  Moon close  by,  I  squeezed  in  a  few captures  of  some  of  my old  lunar
favourites. 

Plato. I couldn't swing back to Jupiter without having a quick look at Plato, 109km
across,  with  it's  lava  flooded  floor.  in  my  younger  years,  observing  any  of  the
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craterlets on the interior was considered a real challenge. The Mountains at lower left
make up the Montes Teneriffe, which rise to a height of about 2400m above the plains
of Mare Imbrium.

Copernicus, one of the younger craters on the Moon, with a diameter of 93kms. The
central mountains rise about 1200m above the floor of the crater. A reminder of how
starkly beautiful our companion is.

Archimedes.  The crater is 82km in diameter,  with a smooth,  lava flooded floor.  I
always loved the subtle markings extending across the interior. The small craterlets
that can be seen in the crater range from about 3km to less than 1km in diameter.
There is an interesting, well-known crater chain at lower left in the image.’
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Leo Aerts has also submitted some outstanding images, including this fine study of
the North Polar Regions, taken with his C14 on 21 August 2019.

Rik Hill continues his fine series of images and analyses of specific areas of lunar
topography, drawing attention to features of geological or historical significance. This
month  we feature  his  studies  of  the  often  overlooked  Lacus  Excellentiae  and the
Taurus Littrow region, where the final Apollo mission landed.
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Rik writes:

‘A  lesser  known  feature  on  the  moon  is  Lacus  Excellentiae  just  south  of  Mare
Humorum, seen here just below center as an irregular mare expanse. On its south
shore  is  the  shadow  filled  crater  Clausius  (26km  dia.)  and  further  south  is  an
irregularly  shaped shadow filled  crater  very near  the  terminator,  Drebbel  (31km).
Other than this crater, the Lacus has no other named features in it outside of a handful
of  satellite  craters.  Even  so  take  some  time  here.  There  are  many  interesting
mountains, promontories and dome-like structures on the floor of this lake.

At the top of the image we see southern Mare Humorum. The largest feature is the
large partially buried crater on the shoreline just right of center. This is Doppelmayer
(66km)  with a  ghost  ring  crater  Puiseux (26km) to the  upper  right  of  it  and Lee
(43km)  below and left,  also  flooded  by the  Humorum basalts.  To the  upper  left
(northwest) are the wonderful Rimae Doppelmayer. The sun is a little too high in this
image to show them at their best. But these pale in contrast to the crater further to the
right (east) with the sharp rim and odd central peak. This is Vitello (43km) and it has
a very complicated floor worthy of study on a good night. The central peak sits on a
small circular plateau surrounded by a circular system of fractures. It was at one time
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thought to be a fairly recent  caldera ("recent" on a lunar  time scale),  evidence of
relatively recent volcanic activity.  That is no longer the paradigm and it is considered
a good example of a floor-fractured crater (FFC).’

Rik comments as follows:

‘Apollo 17 was our last manned mission to the moon. The first two Apollo missions
were the "safe" ones: go to the moon, land, the astronauts do a little exploring and
"returning  them  safely  to  the  Earth."  Apollo  11  had  2.5  hours  of  EVA  (Extra
Vehicular Activity) during which time they collected 21.55kg of samples. The EVA
time and collections increased for each successive mission culminating on Apollo 17
at just over 22hours in 3 EVAs on the surface with a total collection of 110.4kg of
geologic  samples.  This  last  mission  was  the  only  mission  with  a  professional
geologist, Harrison Schmitt a member of the crew.

In this image we can see the landing site for Apollo 17, in the Taurus-Littrow Valley,
marked with a "o"  above center. Immediately above that marker is what was called
North Massif and below it, brighter here, is South Massif that define the valley. All
the EVA activity with the rover took place between these mountains, an area just a bit
larger than the marker itself. The large shallow crater above this marker is Littrow
(32km dia), and below  and a little to the right is a similar sized but deeper crater
Vitruvius (31km). To find the landing site locate these two craters and then look for
the line of 4 mountains between them. The mountain chain points right to the crater
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Gardner (19km)  and above it is Miraldi (41km). At the bottom of this image is the
crater Plinius (44km) partly cut off by the edge of the image and above it Dawes
(19km). There is much more to see here but the point is that you can take the average
amateur telescope and easily see the area explored by our astronauts on Apollo 17!’

UK observers have also submitted some excellent  images  over the past  couple of
months.

Bob Stuart imaged the Messier/Messier A region on 17 September 2019 at 10.12 UT
in an attempt to capture the mysterious ‘Goodacre rings’. His image, taken with a
250mm Newtonian, does indeed show many ‘ghost’ rings, but the ones observed by
Goodacre (and subsequently by Phil  Morgan) were located within the ‘comet-tail’
rays emanating from Messier A.

Rod  Lyon also  had  some  nights  of  good  seeing  in  September,  commenting  as
follows: ‘Thanks to two mornings'  observations, this lunation was saved! The first
outing was quite good, although there was a certain amount of turbulence in the air.
The second morning the overall seeing was generally a little better, but an annoying
wind cutting across the dome's opening and catching the dew shield on the telescope
was at times very irritating. There were some short steady spells not affected by the
wind, so I decided to compensate by taking 5,000 images and selecting only a 1,000
of these. I think that this by and large paid off.’

Here are two of Rod’s images:
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Dave Finnigan had some good seeing on the morning of 24 August, allowing these
excellent captures of J. Herschel and Pythagoras under favourable libration:
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LUNAR DOMES (part XXXI): Searching for lunar domes in the T.Mayer and
Brayley region Raffaello Lena 

Guy Heinen, from Linger, Luxembourg, has reported a possible dome with a vent on
the summit, located to the south of the crater Brayley D (Fig. 1). I term this volcanic
construct provisionally as M24, to be consistent with previous classification regarding
the Milichius - T. Mayer region. A map of this region is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. WAC imagery showing the location and appearance of M24 and its vent.

Detailed study of lunar domes is best based on images of the lunar surface acquired
under  oblique illumination  conditions,  since this  facilitates  their  measurement  and
allows maximum detail. Thus we await further telescopic CCD images of this feature
in order to characterize it with more consolidated measures. It is located at 19.17° N
and 32.55° W. Preliminary data would indicate a diameter of about 18km. The height
is determined to about 90m. The geologic map USGS I-465 displays the examined
feature as a dome:

 (https://www.lpi.usra.edu/resources/mapcatalog/usgs/I465/150dpi.jpg).

Many lunar domes have a summit crater pit likely representing the vent of the volcano
which  was  enlarged  by  magma  withdrawal  and/or  later  erosion  [1-3].  The  dome
examined here does not display a circular summit pit but its summit is crossed by an
elongated fissure of 4.5km length (see Fig. 1). Volcanoes can have such elongated
vents especially when they were formed along a fissure or by a dike intrusion. Hence,
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this depression represents the original vent, the place at which lava poured out over
the lunar surface, successively building up a shield-like volcano around it [1-2]. 

Figure 2. WAC imagery including T. Mayer crater, Brayley D and the domes termed M22-23.

Central  vents are the most common types of volcanic vents. Central  vents are the
conduit pipes through which magma is forced upward to the surface and then ejected
as lava or pyroclastic fragments. A central vent connects the magma chamber to the
open vent on top of a volcano, and is maintained open by the continuous release of
volcanic material.  Note that the vent of M24 is breached in the SW direction and
material  of  lower albedo is  present  near  the  rim and nearby soil,  which  could be
pyroclastic material.

A full  spectral  analysis  in  order to  identify eventual  glass signature or an olivine
component is in progress.

A WAC image of the vent under examination is shown in Fig. 3. The dark material
and the breached vent are well detectable in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3. WAC imagery of the vent.

Figure 4. Another WAC image of the breached vent indicating the volcanic origin.
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A synthetic image of a dome can be generated based on an available DEM as seen
from a given direction for lighting from some other specified direction. The LTVT
software [4] was used to generate a synthetic view of selected parts of the LOLA
DEM (Fig. 5). The LOLA DEM data and the rendered image, under oblique solar
illumination angle (of about 1°), display the domical shape of M24 and its elevation. 

Figure 5. Rendered image based on the LOLA DEM using LTVT. M24 is marked with white lines.

In the revised catalogue of lunar domes by Kapral and Garfinkle [5] a dome described
as ‘unverified’ is reported at the same coordinates but without any data of height,
slope and volume.

I encourage more high-resolution imagery of this area so we can have more data to
identify the shape of this dome which is not characterized in the morphometric and
spectral properties yet. Please check also your past imagery and send any images to
me for the ongoing study (raffaello.lena59@gmail.com).
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LUNAR OCCULTATIONSOctober 2019     Tim Haymes

Apologies

I appear to have omitted the September predictions in the combined issue for August
and September.  This was caused by not selecting two months in Occult 4 software,
and I didn’t notice this – very sorry !

Delta Geminorum Graze on August 27 observed.
The coordinator is pleased to report his successful ‘expedition’ to observe this grazing
occultation  from  a  location  20km  South  of  Birmingham,  at  Oldberrow  on  the
Warwick Road A4189.

I had planned for this earlier in the year using GRAZPREP software. The prediction is
listed in the 2019 BAAH as #11.   After finding a reasonable location just off the road
(using Google Earth), I refined the position with GRAZPREP to calculate the number
of contacts (D-R) at the dark limb and found twelve. The limb profile is from Lunar
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA), this data being used by the program. 

 

Above: LOLA limb with 12 contacts calculated by GRAZPREP (E.Riedel)

This graze was expected to be spectacular, and I wasn’t disappointed!  Delta Gem is
magnitude 3.5 and the graze was on the Northern limb of the crescent phase, at cusp
angle 10 degrees; so well away from the illuminated areas. The figure above shows
the expanded limb profile and the predicted path of delta Gem, left to right through
the lunar relief at 04h 15m.UT with Earthshine present.

The morning started at 2.30am BST followed by a 1hr 20min drive up the M40 and
side roads to the designated spot, which I should add was visited a week earlier in
daylight using sat-nav. On arrival at 4am I was delighted to see the gate into the field
was  left  open,  and  I  could  tuck  the  car  and  telescope  inside  away  from  traffic
headlamps. The air was calm and clear with some mist. The Moon presented clearly.
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Above: Frame from the video at 0414: 06s UT.  There is a hot pixels on the lunar dark side.(Not an
impact!)

The instrument was my usual mobile set-up, Meade LXD55 SN8, WAT-910HX video
camera, GPSBOXSPRITE2 VTI, and digital tape recorder. The recording was made
at 50 fields/sec, starting at 0514 BST (0414 UT).

The D-R events were extraordinary,  presenting some pronounced fades and winks.
These  were presumed to  be caused by a  combination  Fresnel  diffraction,  and the
closeness of the star at only 60 lys. It was even more spectacular on reviewing the
data by photometry.
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Above shows the last 10 seconds. Photometry of the video using LImovie. Small 
peeps, then a flash, followed by R-D and final Reappearance. Results are preliminary,
and will be sent to Japan for full analysis.
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBMHWqw-0E8&feature=youtu.be

ESOP XXXViii

The 38th European Symposium for Occultation Projects was held in the Cassini room,
Paris Observatory Aug 30 – Sep 1. 80 delegates attended, three from the UK: Derrick
Ward, Alex Pratt and Tim Haymes. The proceedings and presentations will be found
here:  
http://lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/esop38/

Although Lunar occultations had a low profile in favour of asteroids and working
groups, it was clear when speaking to delegates, that grazes are actively observed in
Germany,  Poland and elsewhere by video,  and there is  some friendly competition
among observers to see who can produce the most informative results.

There are of course observations from double star occultations that are reported in the
Journal of Double Star Observations (JDSO).

New Double Star discovered

Alex Pratt (Leeds) has reported a double star discovery by Lunar Occultation. It is
expected to be announced formally in the JDSO. 

Summary: A Lunar  occultation  in April  2019 detected  a  double star  XZ 103822
(TYC 1373-37-1) not in the Washington Double Star Catalogue. The separation is
greater than 0.2” arc and the components are measured at 10.7 and 11.5 V magnitude.
Position angle is between 21 and 201 degrees.
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- NB: There is an 180deg ambiguity in PA until more observations are obtained.

Lunar Change

During  the  ESOP  38 conference  dinner  I  was  seated  with  the  Swiss  observers
SOTAS. The group is affiliated to the BAA, and one or more members contribute
lunar  change  observations  in  the  form of  Lunar  Impacts.   A diverse  group  with
interests in meteor / radio detection, ultra sound detection, lunar change, and CCD
camera modification, as well as asteroid occultations of stars. I was pleased to meet
them.
http://www.occultations.ch/index.html

European IOTA Coordinator for reported Lunar Occultations.

Jan Manek askes that observations continue to be sent to him. Reports are awaiting
reduction at the end of this year. He apologises for the long delay in processing them.
Jan Manek janmanek@volny.cz

2019 October predictions for Manchester (Occult4 by D.Herald).

Please Note: Predicted times are in UT.

Last  quarter  phase  passes  over  the  cluster  M44  on  the  night  Oct  21/22
There are several double stars indicated on charts of this area.

W. Longitude  002d 15’, Latitude  +53 25’,  Alt.  50m;   
       day  Time     P   Star  Sp  Mag  Mag    % Elon Sun  Moon   CA   
 y   m  d  h  m   s       No        v    r    ill     Alt Alt Az   o   Note

19 Oct  3 19 16 40.5 D    2457 A1  6.3  6.2   31+  67      7 219  85N 
19 Oct  4 18 57 28.0 D  186131 B5  8.3  8.3   41+  79     11 203  78N
19 Oct  4 19 34 19.0 D    2597 O6  7.5  7.6   41+  79      8 211  36N  
19 Oct  7 19 47 53.3 D  189626 K0  7.6  6.9   70+ 114     16 180  85S  
19 Oct  7 20 49 47.6 D  189638 K0  7.7        70+ 114     15 194  22N  Dbl*
19 Oct  8 21 28 25.4 D    3161 F2  7.9  7.7   79+ 125     18 193  72S  
19 Oct  8 22 17 19.9 D  164524 F3  7.2  7.0   79+ 125     15 204  32S 
19 Oct  9 21  5 29.5 D    3284 F5  7.0  6.8   86+ 136     22 176  83N  Dbl*
19 Oct 12  1  8 19.5 D    3529 G5  6.6* 6.0   97+ 159     24 219  86S  Dbl* FAVOURABLE
19 Oct 14 20 17 56.9 R     306 F0  6.8  6.6   99- 168     20 105  80N 
19 Oct 17  1 18 33.4 R   93628 F5  8.6  8.3   90- 144     51 156  76S 
19 Oct 17  4  1 36.0 R     581 G0  6.8* 6.4   90- 143     49 217  50N 
19 Oct 17 22 15 45.0 R     697 F5  6.5  6.1   84- 133     26  93  44S  SZ Tauri
19 Oct 17 23  2 25.2 R   94046 A0  8.5  8.3   84- 133     32 102  64S 
19 Oct 18  3 12 33.9 R   94100 B8  8.4  8.2   83- 131     56 181  73S 
19 Oct 18  3 53 20.5 R     720 K2  8.4  7.6   83- 131     55 198  86N 
19 Oct 19  0 19 20.5 R   77287 K0  8.3  7.7   75- 120     38 106  84S 
19 Oct 19  0 19 46.4 R   77293 O7  7.6  7.5   75- 120     38 106  50N 
19 Oct 19  0 22  1.3 D     847 B4  3.0  3.1   75- 120     38 106 -66S zeta Tauri
19 Oct 19  1 17 17.2 R     847 B4  3.0  3.1   75- 120     46 120  41S  zeta Tauri
19 Oct 19  2 45 29.4 R   77376 F   8.6  8.4   75- 120     55 148  44S 
19 Oct 19  2 48 38.6 R   77370 A5  8.9  8.8   75- 120     55 149  58S 
19 Oct 19  3 16 19.3 R   77392 K0  8.6  8.1   75- 119     57 160  43S 
19 Oct 19  4  3 13.8 R   77423 A0  8.9* 8.8   74- 119     58 180  88N 
19 Oct 19  4 15 13.6 R   77438 K2  8.6  7.9   74- 119     58 185  43S 
19 Oct 19  4 22 17   m   77460 K7  8.4  7.4   74- 119     58 188   8N 
19 Oct 19  4 23  3.7 R   77436 A2  9.0  8.9   74- 119     58 189  88S 
19 Oct 19  4 35 51.2 R     866 A0  8.4  8.3   74- 119     58 194  45S 
19 Oct 19  5 30 33.8 R   77497 B   8.6  8.5   74- 119 -11 54 215  45S 
19 Oct 19  5 46  3.2 R   77505 K2  8.9  8.3   74- 118  -9 53 221  49S 
19 Oct 20  0  7 52.9 R    1001 A0  7.3  7.2   66- 108     29  92  71S 
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19 Oct 20  0 56 57.9 R   78507 A3  7.4  7.2   65- 108     36 102  39S 
19 Oct 20  0 59  9.1 R   78508 A3  7.2  7.0   65- 108     36 102  40S 
19 Oct 20  1  4 26.3 R   78503 F5  8.4  8.1   65- 108     37 103  89N 
19 Oct 20  1 41 30.7 R   78535 G5  8.9  8.3   65- 108     43 111  28N 
19 Oct 20  2 29  9.3 R   78558 A0  7.7  7.6   65- 107     48 124  16S 
19 Oct 20  3 38 13.4 R   78584 G5  8.9  8.3   65- 107     56 147  68N 
19 Oct 20  3 47 15.8 R   78599 K5  8.5  7.7   65- 107     57 150  46N 
19 Oct 20  3 53 23.9 R   78604 B9  8.6  8.6   64- 107     57 153  27S 
19 Oct 20 22 57 15.2 R    1128 K5  6.8  5.9   56-  97     11  68  60N 
19 Oct 20 23 25 49.0 R   79425 K0  7.6  6.8   55-  96     15  73  43S  Dbl*
19 Oct 21  2 58 22   m    1152 G5  7.0  6.4   54-  95     45 116   9N  Dbl*
19 Oct 21  3 24 40   m   79573 M0  8.9  8.0   54-  94     48 124   8N   
19 Oct 21  5 33 11.9 R   79615 A2  7.6  7.5   53-  94 -11 59 171  63N  Dbl*
19 Oct 21  5 36  5   m   79628 F5  7.1  6.9   53-  94 -11 59 171   4N   
19 Oct 22  1 26 21.7 R   80242 F5  8.4  8.1   43-  82     22  86  33S 
19 Oct 22  1 32 20.4 R    1277 K3  5.3* 4.7   43-  82     24  87  78N  eta Cnc
19 Oct 22  1 51 41.2 R   80249 M*  8.7        43-  82     26  91  87N  Dbl*
19 Oct 22  2  4 19.0 R   80264 K0  8.8  8.2   43-  82     28  93  25N 
19 Oct 22  2 10 42   m   80269 F0  8.4  8.3   43-  82     29  94   9N 
19 Oct 22  2 56  7.1 R   80274 A0  8.3  8.2   43-  82     36 104  88N 
19 Oct 22  3 11 22.2 R   80278 A*  7.5  7.4   43-  82     38 108  82N 
19 Oct 22  3 22  1.8 R   80294 F8  8.0  7.7   43-  82     39 110  29N 
19 Oct 22  3 41 31.8 r   80297 F0  8.7  8.5   43-  81     41 115  30S 
19 Oct 22  4 15 46.6 R   80309 F0  8.1  8.0   42-  81     46 124  34S 
19cOct 22  4 16 23.4 R    1288 F5  7.8  7.6   42-  81     46 124  84S
19 Oct 22  4 32  3.9 R   80317 A2  8.3  8.2   42-  81     48 129  42S 
19 Oct 22  4 58 19.0 R   80327 A3  7.8  7.6   42-  81     51 137  69S  Dbl*
19 Oct 22  5  5 54.4 R   80331 F0  9.0  8.8   42-  81     51 139  60S 
19 Oct 22  5  5 54.5 R   80330 A5  8.9  8.7   42-  81     51 139  87S 
19 Oct 22  5  9  0.4 R    1295 K0  6.4  5.9   42-  81     52 140  56S  38 Cnc
19 Oct 22  5  9 37.3 R    1296 A1  6.6  6.6   42-  81     52 141  47S  40 Cnc
19 Oct 22  5 13 26.0 R   80338 F5  8.8  8.6   42-  81     52 142  54S 
19 Oct 22  5 19 26.1 R   80343 F2  8.2  8.0   42-  81     53 144  84N   
19 Oct 22  5 24  1.9 R   80352 F0  9.0  8.8   42-  81     53 145  10S   
19 Oct 22  5 24 52.9 R   80349 F0  8.5  8.4   42-  81     53 146  60N  
19 Oct 22  5 34  5.0 R   80351 A2  8.7  8.5   42-  81 -12 54 149  47S    
19 Oct 22  5 43 19.7 R   80353 A3  8.3  8.2   42-  81 -10 54 153  47S    
19 Oct 22  6  1 40.5 R    1305 K0  6.9  6.4   42-  80  -8 55 160  43S 
19 Oct 22  6  3 16.4 R   80362 F0  8.5  8.4   42-  80  -7 56 160  73N 
19 Oct 23  0 39 57.0 R    1402 K0  7.3  6.5   33-  70      6  69  46N 
19 Oct 23  3 46 12.0 R   98666 K0  8.5  8.0   31-  68     32 105  76N 
19 Oct 23  4  0 37   m    1421 K0  8.0  7.2   31-  68     34 108   7N   
19 Oct 23  4 35 46.8 R   98681 G5  7.9  7.4   31-  68     39 117  38S  Dbl*
19 Oct 24  1 35 15.6 R   99149 A2  7.1  7.0   22-  56      3  71  88N 
19 Oct 24  3  6 21.7 R   99175 F5  8.8  8.6   21-  55     15  89  20S 
19 Oct 24  3  7 45.1 R    1545 F2  8.0  7.8   21-  55     15  89  65S 
19 Oct 24  5  0 52.5 R    1553 A0  7.8  7.8   21-  54     31 112  45N  78 H1 Leo
19 Oct 24  5 33 33.0 R   99217 K2  8.7  7.9   20-  54     35 120  30S 
19 Oct 24  5 43  2.8 R   99227 K0  8.2  7.6   20-  54 -11 36 122  25N 
19 Oct 25  3 33 43.7 R    1669 F5  6.7* 6.5   12-  41      7  87  32S 
19 Oct 25  4 12  6.3 R  118905 K0  7.9  7.4   12-  41     13  94  49N 
19 Oct 25  5 13 21.2 R    1673 K0  8.2* 7.6   12-  40     21 107  65S 
19 Nov  1 17 26 36.6 D    2692 K3  5.5  4.6   24+  59  -8 11 200  59S  24 Sgr
19 Nov  1 17 35 33.9 D  186977 B9  7.6  7.5   24+  59  -9 10 202  31S  Dbl*
19 Nov  4 17 24 37.8 D  190162 K0  7.7  7.1   53+  93  -8 15 164  58S 
19 Nov  5 20 53 44.3 D    3243 G8  7.3* 6.8   63+ 105     17 204  25S

Notes on the Double Star selection.

Doubles are selected from Occult 4, where the magnitudes of the pair are not more than 2 magnitudes different, the
fainter companion is brighter than mag 9, and the time difference(dT) is between 0.1 and 5 seconds. Please report 
double star phenomena.

  
Key:
P = Phase (R or D),  R = reappearance D = disappearance 
M =  Miss at this station, Gr = graze nearby (possible miss)
CA = Cusp angle measured from the North or South Cusp. Negative CA = bright limb
Dbl* = This is a double star worth monitoring.
Mag(v)* = asterisk indicates a light curve is available in Occult-4
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Star No:
2/3/4 digits = Zodiacal catalogue (ZC) but referred to as the Robertson catalogue (R)
5/6   digits = Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory catalogue (SAO)
X denotes a star in the eXtended ZC/XC catalogue

Detailed predictions at your location for 1 year are available upon request. 
Occultation Subsection Coordinator: Tim Haymes  
tvh.observatory@btinternet.com

LUNAR GEOLOGICAL CHANGE DETECTION PROGRAMME 2019 Oct

Tony Cook

Reports have been received from the following observers for Aug: Jay Albert (Lake
Worth,  FL,  USA  -  ALPO)  observed:  Aristarchus,  Grimaldi,  Plato  and  Vallis
Schröteri.  Alberto Anunziato (Argentina – SLA) observed Burg,  Geminus,  Rheita,
and  Theophilus.  Maurice  Collins  (New Zealand  –  ALPO/BAA/RASNZ)  observed
several  features,  including  Theophilus.  Walter  Elias  (Argentina  –  AEA)  imaged:
Conon, Copernicus, Macrobius, Montes Apenninus, Plato, Proclus, Tycho and several
features. Rik Hill (Tucson, AZ – ALPO/BAA) imaged several features. Thierry Speth
(France) imaged Alphonsus, Aristarchus,  Gassendi, Herschel,  and Pythagoras.  Bob
Stuart (Rhayader, UK – BAA) imaged Anaximander, Aristarchus, Harpalus, Herschel,
Prinz,  Sharp,  Sinus  Iridum,  and  several  features.  Franco  Taccogna  (Italy  –  UAI)
imaged  the  crescent  Moon,  Ivor  Walton  (Codnor,  UK  –  BAA)  imaged  several
features.

News: There were a couple of errors in the Aug-Sep newsletter – ‘David Scanlon’
should have read ‘David Scanlan’ and his location was not the Isle of Man, but
north Baddesley.

Unfortunately, India’s Vikrim lander, sent to the Moon with the orbiter Chandrayaan-
2, appears to have deviated from its intended trajectory just a few hundred metres
above the surface, and then contact was lost. It may have hard landed at a speed
which  was  outside  its  specifications.  It  is  reported  that  thermal  images  from
Chandrayaan-2  seem  to  show  the  lander  lying  on  its  side,  but  the  images
confirming this have not been released. NASA’s LRO orbiter has tried to image
the  area  but  it  was  mostly in  shadow.  Despite  attempts  by the  Indian  Space
Agency to contact the lander, it has not responded. Space is a risky business! 

TLP reports: No TLP were observed in Aug. But there were some reports from Sep.
Having lived in London many, many years ago, there is a saying that ‘London buses
all arrive at once’ – in other words you wait some considerable length of time at a bus
stop, then maybe 2 or 3 buses arrive in the space of a few minutes. Then you get
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another big gap in time, and so on. Well in September something similar happened
with TLP/Impact flash candidates.

On  2019  Sep  02  UT  22:45:36  Marcello  Zurita  (Joao  Pessoa,  Paraiba,  Brazil  –
APA/BRAMON/SAB)  videoed  a  flash  on  the  Moon’s  night  side,  through  cloud,
somewhere in the vicinity of Mare Nubium. Unfortunately, the precise position could
not be determined due to lack of visibility of features in Earthshine. He was using a
Skywatcher  130mm f/5  scope  with  a  15CC22 camera  and  a  Dazzle  HD  capture
device. Alas, nobody else was observing at the time, so it could be a cosmic ray air
shower decay particle that by coincidence struck the camera whilst it was pointed at
the Moon.

On 2019 Sep 06 UT 21:44 Trevor Smith (BAA) observing on vacation from near to
Great Yarmouth, UK, saw a very bright spot on the SW rim of Adams D crater - at
first  sight  it  looked perhaps raised above the lunar  background,  but  this  was just
simply due to its brightness. It was by far the brightest object on the NW quadrant of
the Moon. In terms of brightness it was almost but not quite bright as Proclus, but
only half  the  size  of  Proclus.  No colour  was  seen  to  the  spot.  The spot  was  not
emitting any false colour, there was no change in appearance, and there was no ray
structure visible either. Observations ceased when the Moon got too low. Trevor was
using a 90 mm Maksutov, x80, under Antoniadi IV seeing. This is probably a normal
appearance,  but  I  would  like  to  check  this  out  so  have  given  it  a  provisional
ALPO/BAA weight of 1.

Then finally a really interesting set of images was received from Kevin Kilburn on
2019 Sep 13 UT 23:26. Kevin was patiently taking a sequence of eleven Canon 550
colour DSLR images of the Moon through an ED80 refractor with a x2 Barlow, over a
2-minute session. On the 4th image, a bright blue-green spot can be seen on the west
rim of the 15km diameter Galvani B (89.0W, 49.5N). You can see this clearly in Fig 1
and  the  brightness  is  50%-40%  above  the  normal  brightness  in  green  and  blue
channels respectively, but in the red it is within 10% of the background, i.e. in the
noise limit.

I painstakingly took the images that Kevin sent me (Fig 2a-k) and affine transformed
(registered) them to some 8 landmarks that were present in a sharper image (Fig 2l)
taken later that night by Bob Stuart (BAA). The time sequence in Fig 2 at first sight
appears to show the flash and then in the subsequent image a ‘plume’-like effect, and
possibly in a few subsequent images too. However, upon viewing these in a movie I
generated,  it  looks  like  the  first  appearance  of  the  plume  coincides  with  some
camera/wind shake as other plume-like features can be seen at other locations along
the limb. The case for the plume is not so strong in other images and might just be
either further shake or image noise.
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Figure 1. An image by Kevin Kilburn (BAA) showing a bright blue spot on the western rim of Galvani
B crater. North is towards the top right. Taken on 2019 Sep 13 UT 21:26. (Left) The original colour

image. (Right) A sharpened view of the colour image).

So, what should we make of this effect? There are four possible theories: (a) It is an
impact  flash  –  however  the  colour  is  possibly  too  blue  for  this  –  if  we  assume
blackbody spectral  emission then we are probably (I haven’t done any calibration)
talking about a temperature of well  in excess of 10,000K in order to achieve this
blueness. Published impact flash measurements with ESA’s  NEOLITA telescope in
Greece have a range of 1620-3000K – so this would have to be an unusually hot
impact  –  which  seems  unlikely.  (b)  Some  sort  of  TLP  –  perhaps  a  form  of
mechanoluminescence  if  a  shallow  quake/landslide  resulted  in  the  fracture  of,  or
rubbing together of, rocks? Unfortunately, this is all rather speculative as the amount
of energy released would have to outshine sunlight to be seen against the illuminated
part of the Moon. Interestingly though an impact crater situated on the inner western
slopes of Galvani B, does show evidence of landslides (Fig. 3 – Bottom) – though
how geologically recent these are is anybody’s guess. (c) It is merely a cosmic ray air-
shower event where some high energy particle struck the blue and green filter pixels
of the Bayer colour filter matrix more so than it struck red filters – this gives rise the
blue-green cast. Cosmic ray events in cameras do not just affect single pixels, but can
be spread out over several. (d) It is just an atmospheric scintillation effect whereby in
Fig 2d the seeing was sufficiently sharp to concentrate the light from the Galvani B
interior  craterlet,  onto a  small  number  of  pixels  –  and possibly due to  the Bayer
Colour filter matrix, the maximum amount of light then ended up on the blue and
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green filter pixels. Good seeing does not happen often hence why it does not appear
so bright in any of Kevin’s other images. In case you are wondering why it does not
show up so bright in Bob’s image, well Bob was imaging the area almost 4 hours
later, under slightly different illumination, at much higher resolution and was working
in monochrome light.

Figure 2. The Galvani B area of the Moon with north towards the top right – all images are
monochrome in this figure. (a)-(k) An image sequence, taken on 2019 Sep 13 UT 21:25-21:27, by

Kevin Kilburn (BAA). In (d) a bright spot can be seen on the western rim of Galvani B. (i) An image of
the area taken on 2019 Sep 14 UT 01:08 by Bob Stuart (BAA) at higher resolution.

I suspect that in order of ‘least’ likely to ‘most’ likely the theories run from (b)  (a)
 (c)  (d), but to be sure we will give this report an ALPO/BAA weight of 1, and
see if it reoccurs under similar illumination and topocentric libration. We need to try
using similar equipment and resolution.
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Figure 3. Zooming in on Galvani B, from NASA’s LROC Quickmap. (Top) A wide angle view of the 
area showing the location of Galvani B (green rectangle). (Centre) A zoomed in version showing the 
elliptical nature of Galvani B – presumably it was an oblique impact crater? The green rectangle 
shows a bright ray crater on the inner western slope. (Bottom) A zoomed in view of the 2.5km diameter
impact crater on the western inner slope of Galvani B, showing some impact melt and boulders thrown
over the eastern rum with boulder tracks. Made from two separate LROC NAC images taken under 
different illumination.
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Routine Reports: Below are a selection of reports received for Aug that can help us
to re-assess unusual past  lunar observations – if  not eliminate  some,  then at  least
establish the normal appearance of the surface features in question. 

Earthshine: On  2019  Aug  02  UT  18:47,  18:48,  18:40  Franco  Taccogna  (UAI)
attempted to image Earthshine to see if he could detect a brightness to the western
limb of the Moon that is described in the Lunar Schedule web site:

BAA Request: Please try to image the Moon as a very thin crescent, trying to
detect Earthshine. A good telephoto lens will do on a DSLR, or a camera on a
small scope. We are attempting to monitor the brightness of the edge of the
earthshine limb in order to follow up a project suggested by Dr Martin
Hoffmann  at  the  2017  EPSC  Conference  in  Riga,  Latvia.  This  is  quite  a
challenging project due to the sky brightness and the low altitude of the
Moon. Please do not attempt if the Sun is still above the horizon. Do not
bother observing if the sky conditions are hazy.

Figure 4. The Crescent Moon, over-exposed to attempt to highlight earthshine. Taken by Franco
Taccogna (UAI). A combination of two images taken on 2019 Aug 02 UT 1847 & 18:48. (Left) The

combined image. (Right) a Gaussian blurred version to reduce image noise.

Attempting this lunar schedule request can be a bit problematic as it depends upon sky
conditions – Franco has tried his best to capture some earthshine under the specified
illumination conditions, but too much haze or too many particles in the atmosphere,
greatly  hinders  the  chances  of  detecting  the  limb  effect  that  Prof  Hoffmann  is
interested in. We shall keep on trying to observe this effect – check when to observe
on the lunar schedule web site: http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/lunar_schedule.htm 

Conon: On 2019 Aug 10 UT 23:46 Walter Elias (AEA) imaged the area under similar
illumination to: 

Conon  1941  Feb  07  UT  03:00?  Observed  by  Vaughon  (Des  Moines,  Iowa,  3"
reflector) "Faint bright spot on floor, no definite outline (??? reported
6th, but if local time 7th in UT)" NASA catalog weight=3. NASA catalog ID
#484. ALPO/BAA weight=1.
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Figure 5. Conon on 2019 Aug 10 UT 23:46 as imaged by Walter Elias (AEA) and orientated with
north towards the top.

As you can see from Walter’s image in Fig. 5, there are a couple of faint white spots
on the floor of Conon – they are just sunward facing slopes of hummocky terrain
visible on the floor. Whether these relate to the described TLP is uncertain, but at
least we know two faint light spots should be visible if the date in 1941 is correct. I’ll
leave the weight at 1 for now.

Aristarchus: On 2019 Aug 12 UT 03:40 Rik Hill (ALPO/BAA) imaged this region
under similar illumination, to within ±0.5°, to the following BAA report:

Aristarchus  1975  Dec  14/15  UT  17:05-00:30  Observed  by  Foley  (Dartford,
England, 12" reflector, S=II) and Moore (Sussex, UK, 15" reflector x250
S=IV) and Argent and Brumder (Sussex, UK). In early sunrise conditions, W.
wall was less brilliant than usual -- matched only by Sharp, Bianchini, &
Mairan. Extraordinary detail could be seen on this wall. Also noted intense
& distinctly blue colour entire length of W. wall. 3 others corroborated
detail, but not colour. Moore found things normal & saw Aris. brightest at
2030-2125h tho Argent & Brumder made it < Proclus" NASA catalog weight=4.
NASA Catalog ID #1422. ALPO/BAA weight=1.

As you can see from the inset view of Aristarchus in the top left  of Fig. 6, there
certainly is quite a lot of detail  on the west wall of Aristarchus. Interestingly it is
brighter than Mairan at the top right of Fig. 6. Perhaps a change of another 0.5° in
illumination  (within  our  tolerance),  might  make  some  difference  to  the  relative
brightness of these two craters, making them more comparable. Note that Rik was
using a red filter, and as Aristarchus has a blue cast it might have been even brighter
in visible light. For now, I shall leave the weight at 1, but at least we have solved the
‘lots of detail’ issue – it is normal to see this on the illuminated rim of Aristarchus.
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Figure 6. Aristarchus to Mairan region of the Moon, orientated with north towards the top. Imaged by
Rik Hill (ALPO/BAA) on 2019 Aug 12 UT 03:40 using a filter centred on 510nm in red light. In the top

left corner in an enlargement of Aristarchus.

Geminus: On  2019  Aug  18  UT 02:20-02:40  Alberto  Anunziato  (SLA)  observed
visually and sketched this  crater as both the illumination and topocentric  libration
(viewing angle) matched to within ±1º, to the following report:

On 2011 Jan 21 at 22:30UT N. Longshaw (UK, 4" Achromatic refractor, x128 &
x160, Seeing III, transparency average) suspected on the eastern edge of
Geminus,  on  the  border  of  the  crater  filled  shadow  and  the  eastern
illuminated rim, a brownish, almost sepia hue. This extended for a short
distance from the floor shadow into the illuminated rim width and spanned
from the north to the south of the crater. For a comparison, Cleomedes was
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checked but nothing unusual was noticed in its shadow. The observer notes
that Elger also saw a warm brown or sepia tone. ALPO/BAA weight=1.

Figure 7. Geminus as observed by Alberto Anunziato on 2019 Aug 18 UT 02:20-02:40 and orientated
with north towards the top left.

Alberto was using a Meade EX 105 telescope at x154 and concentrated on drawing
(Fig. 7) the shadows and bright parts of the crater, he could not observe colour in the
area indicated by Longshaw. The only unusual feature was the dark shading of the
crater  floor,  darker than Schumacher  B. We shall  leave the Longshaw report  at  a
weight of 1, as colour has not been re-observed.

Alphonsus:  On  2019  Aug  21  UT  21:47-21:46  Thierry  Speth  (BAA)  imaged
Alphonsus  in  colour  under  similar  illumination,  to  within  ±0.5º,  to  the  following
report:

Alphonsus 1964 Oct 27 UT 05:18-06:10 Observed by Hall, Johnson, Weresulk
(Pt. Tobacco, MD, USA, 16" reflector x400, S=5-7). "Red spot. Pink glow
detected with Trident MB & seen visually too." NASA catalog weight=5. NASA
catalog ID #863. ALPO/BAA weight=5.

As you can see in Thierry’s image there is no obvious sign of a red spot, despite
colour normalisation and an increase in saturation. As the device that Hall et al, used
had filters and a monochrome camera system it should be very reliable at detecting
colours and immune from atmospheric spectral dispersion and chromatic aberration.
Fig 8 shows that it is not normal to see a red spot here, so therefore whatever was seen
in 1964 remains unexplained and will keep an ALPO/BAA weight of 5.
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Figure 8. Alphonsus as imaged on 2019 Aug 21 UT 21:47-21:46 by Thierry Speth (BAA) and
orientated with north towards the top. Image processing: 1) image colour normalised sharpened, 2)

colour saturation increased to 65% and 3) then image noise reduced by Gaussian smoothing.

Plato:  On 2019 Aug 22 UT 06:30-06:45 Jay Albert (ALPO) observed visually this
crater under similar illumination and topocentric libration (viewing angle), to within
±1º to the following TLP report from the Cameron 2006 catalog:

On  1982  Aug  11  at  UT03:30-04:15  Mobberley  (Suffolk,  UK)  obtained  a
photograph and made a sketch that revealed a needle-like shadow from the
west wall to nearby the central craterlet - the latter was quite clearly
visible. What were not visible were the other four craterlets. The Cameron
2006 catalog ID=183 and weight=4. The ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Figure 9. Plato as observed by Martin Mobberley (BAA) on 1982 Sep 11 and orientated with north
towards the top. (Left) A sketch made at 03:30UT – the labels have been reoriented. (Right) A colour
photograph taken at 03:35UT. This has been colour normalized, had its colour saturation increased to

25% and then non-linearly contrast stretched so that some shadow detail can be seen on the crater
floor.

Jay noted that in fact there was no ‘needle-like shadow’ from the West wall.  Only a
short,  somewhat  rounded  shadow was  visible  from the  West  wall  pointed  to  the
central craterlet, but was clearly nowhere ‘close to it’.  The central craterlet,  along
with the North pair and the South craterlet were seen, although the North pair was a
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bit difficult.  There was only a little shadow left hugging the interior West wall and
the West landslip was sharply outlined in black.  Jay’s report struck a note of caution
in my mind – how could the Mobberley report and Jay’s observation be so different? I
checked the Cameron catalog to make sure I had copied the date correctly and it said
1982 Aug 11. So, I then checked the ALPO/BAA archive, but could find no such
observation on Aug 11. Instead I found the exact same description in a report from
Martin Mobberley from 1982 Sep 11 – so this was a bug in the Cameron catalog
which shall now fix. Just out of curiosity in Fig. 9 are a sketch and photograph of
Plato by Martin Mobberley from 1982 Sep 11. Martin had been observing with his
14” Cassegrain under Antoniadi II seeing (good) with occasional I (very good), and so
was clearly surprised at the non-visibility of the other craterlets. His transparency was
good-very  good.  Contrast  this  with  Jay’s  observation  made  under  transparency
conditions which only allowed the visibility of magnitude 2 stars and seeing 8/10 –
where several craterlets were actually visible – although we have discovered now that
the illumination was different. Jay was using an 8” SCT scope. We clearly need repeat
illumination/viewing angle observations to settle Martin Mobberley’s report once and
for all, as to whether it was unusual.

Promontorium Laplace: On 2019 Aug 25 UT 05:22 Bob Stuart imaged the whole
Moon, and although he was 1h 10m past a repeat illumination event window, we can
still learn something from his image:

On  1989  Jun  28  at  UT  08:39--9:00  D.  Darling  (Sunpraire,  WI,  USA,  3"
refractor,  x36)  noted  that  promontorium  LaPlace  was  very  bright.  LaHire
brightness was 7.0 and LaPlace was 7.5. Darling suspects that this was not a
TLP because "as did not have mother-of-pearl appearance as seen on Piton at
times. The Cameron catalog ID=369 and the weight=0. The ALPO/BAA weight=1.

Figure 10. Part of a whole Moon image taken by Bob Stuart (BAA) on 2019 Aug 25 UT 05:22 and
orientated with north towards the top. The image has been non-linearly contrast stretched to bring out
detail towards the terminator. (Left) Monochrome image. (Right) Same image but thresholded so that

the brightest features (> DN=110) show up in red.

Fig. 10 tells us that indeed Promontorium Laplace is bright (in an absolute sense), but
so too are Aristarchus and several other features, especially the western limb. In a
relative sense, with respect to the surroundings, Promontorium Laplace does appear
quite  bright.  In  terms  of  absolute  brightness  Promontorium Laplace  has  a  digital
number value (DN) of 191, Mons Lahire has a DN=75, Aristarchus has a DN=169.
The  western  limb  has  a  range of  bright  values  due  to  the  far  side  highlands;  an
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example is 233. I think the issue here is when saying that something looks to be the
brightest feature on the Moon, visually, one is referring the object to its background,
and in the case of Promontorium Laplace, the background to the east is the night side
of the Moon, hence to the eye it will look exceedingly bright. I will therefore lower
the  weight  of  the  1989  report  from  1  to  0,  effectively  removing  it  from  the
ALPO/BAA  TLP  catalog  and  agreeing  with  the  original  interpretation  by  David
Darling before it ended up in the Cameron catalog.

General  Information:   For  repeat  illumination  (and  a  few  repeat  libration)
observations for the coming month - these can be found on the following web site:
http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/lunar_schedule.htm .  Only by re-observing and submitting
your observations can we fully resolve past observational puzzles. To keep yourself
busy on cloudy nights, why not try ‘Spot the Difference’ between spacecraft imagery
taken  on  different  dates?  This  can  be  found  on:
http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/tlp/spot_the_difference.htm . If in the unlikely event you do
ever  see  a  TLP,  firstly  read  the  TLP  checklist  on
http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/alpo/ltp.htm ,  and  if  this  does  not  explain  what  you  are
seeing, please give me a call on my cell phone: +44  (0)798 505 5681 and I will alert
other observers. Note when telephoning from outside the UK you must not use the
(0). When phoning from within the UK please do not use the +44! Twitter TLP alerts
can be accessed on https://twitter.com/lunarnaut .

Dr  Anthony  Cook,  Department  of  Physics,  Aberystwyth  University,  Penglais,
Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 3BZ, WALES, UNITED KINGDOM. Email: atc @
aber.ac.uk
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	BAA Request: Please try to image the Moon as a very thin crescent, trying to detect Earthshine. A good telephoto lens will do on a DSLR, or a camera on a small scope. We are attempting to monitor the brightness of the edge of the earthshine limb in order to follow up a project suggested by Dr Martin Hoffmann at the 2017 EPSC Conference in Riga, Latvia. This is quite a challenging project due to the sky brightness and the low altitude of the Moon. Please do not attempt if the Sun is still above the horizon. Do not bother observing if the sky conditions are hazy.
	Conon 1941 Feb 07 UT 03:00? Observed by Vaughon (Des Moines, Iowa, 3" reflector) "Faint bright spot on floor, no definite outline (??? reported 6th, but if local time 7th in UT)" NASA catalog weight=3. NASA catalog ID #484. ALPO/BAA weight=1.
	Aristarchus 1975 Dec 14/15 UT 17:05-00:30 Observed by Foley (Dartford, England, 12" reflector, S=II) and Moore (Sussex, UK, 15" reflector x250 S=IV) and Argent and Brumder (Sussex, UK). In early sunrise conditions, W. wall was less brilliant than usual -- matched only by Sharp, Bianchini, & Mairan. Extraordinary detail could be seen on this wall. Also noted intense & distinctly blue colour entire length of W. wall. 3 others corroborated detail, but not colour. Moore found things normal & saw Aris. brightest at 2030-2125h tho Argent & Brumder made it < Proclus" NASA catalog weight=4. NASA Catalog ID #1422. ALPO/BAA weight=1.
	Figure 6. Aristarchus to Mairan region of the Moon, orientated with north towards the top. Imaged by Rik Hill (ALPO/BAA) on 2019 Aug 12 UT 03:40 using a filter centred on 510nm in red light. In the top left corner in an enlargement of Aristarchus.
	On 2011 Jan 21 at 22:30UT N. Longshaw (UK, 4" Achromatic refractor, x128 & x160, Seeing III, transparency average) suspected on the eastern edge of Geminus, on the border of the crater filled shadow and the eastern illuminated rim, a brownish, almost sepia hue. This extended for a short distance from the floor shadow into the illuminated rim width and spanned from the north to the south of the crater. For a comparison, Cleomedes was checked but nothing unusual was noticed in its shadow. The observer notes that Elger also saw a warm brown or sepia tone. ALPO/BAA weight=1.
	Alphonsus 1964 Oct 27 UT 05:18-06:10 Observed by Hall, Johnson, Weresulk (Pt. Tobacco, MD, USA, 16" reflector x400, S=5-7). "Red spot. Pink glow detected with Trident MB & seen visually too." NASA catalog weight=5. NASA catalog ID #863. ALPO/BAA weight=5.
	On 1982 Aug 11 at UT03:30-04:15 Mobberley (Suffolk, UK) obtained a photograph and made a sketch that revealed a needle-like shadow from the west wall to nearby the central craterlet - the latter was quite clearly visible. What were not visible were the other four craterlets. The Cameron 2006 catalog ID=183 and weight=4. The ALPO/BAA weight=2.
	On 1989 Jun 28 at UT 08:39--9:00 D. Darling (Sunpraire, WI, USA, 3" refractor, x36) noted that promontorium LaPlace was very bright. LaHire brightness was 7.0 and LaPlace was 7.5. Darling suspects that this was not a TLP because "as did not have mother-of-pearl appearance as seen on Piton at times. The Cameron catalog ID=369 and the weight=0. The ALPO/BAA weight=1.
	
	General Information: For repeat illumination (and a few repeat libration) observations for the coming month - these can be found on the following web site: http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/lunar_schedule.htm . Only by re-observing and submitting your observations can we fully resolve past observational puzzles. To keep yourself busy on cloudy nights, why not try ‘Spot the Difference’ between spacecraft imagery taken on different dates? This can be found on: http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/tlp/spot_the_difference.htm . If in the unlikely event you do ever see a TLP, firstly read the TLP checklist on http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/alpo/ltp.htm , and if this does not explain what you are seeing, please give me a call on my cell phone: +44 (0)798 505 5681 and I will alert other observers. Note when telephoning from outside the UK you must not use the (0). When phoning from within the UK please do not use the +44! Twitter TLP alerts can be accessed on https://twitter.com/lunarnaut .


